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The Future Elf Queen
By Lisabeth Lueninghoener

***Hiking has always been a huge
draw for us in this community, but
a July baby meant that we did
not take many family hikes last
year and I wondered if we would
get back into the routine of hiking
again. It seems there is always
something to be done around the
house, and the work of packing
up for a hiking trip combined with
the risk of kids rebelling ten feet
into the hike sometimes makes
the idea seem insurmountable.

Once upon a time in a
mountainous kingdom, there
was a young elf maiden who had
yet to win her queendom. The
prophecies foretold that she must
complete a series of magical
quests to earn the right to rule
her people fairly and wisely.
To learn more she visited the
Environmental Elves at the Los
Alamos Nature Center, and they
gave her a list of quests she must
The Passport to the Pajarito
complete. The start of her journey
Plateau program really gave us
was hard, but she braved both
the little push we needed to get
wind and rain to find the fabled
everyone out the door and onto
stag. She then journeyed through
the next adventure. We didn’t
the Canyon of Acid to find the
even need the lovely story that
single flower. Having completed
Future Elf Queen and Court Jester on Canyon
my seven-year-old wove around
two stages of her quest she
Rim Trail. Photo by Lisabeth Lueninghoener.
our hikes; just looking for the
returned to the nature center to
signposts and having an excuse to visit unfamiliar
receive a talisman that would help her along the way.
places made all of the difference to our family. We even
On her next adventure she used her talisman to
headed out in the wind and under the cover of rain
navigate the Canyon Rim to find the powerful piñon
clouds to complete the three-mile Deer Trap hike, and
key unlocking the Canyon Rim Trail in the mythical
everyone was still eager to hike again the next day.
White Rock, where she found the talking bird who
Thanks for such a great program!
unlocked the kite festival. Can she finish her quests
before her queendom is overrun? Only time will tell.

A Snake Called Sam

birds, lizards, insects, toads, and fish–yes, they swim
and go up trees, too.

By Marilyn Lisowski
Last September, I spied a two-foot Western
Rattlesnake streaking towards the canyon from our
back porch. He was almost invisible against the gravel.
I raced outside and stopped him by positioning my feet
in ballet first position–a wide V barrier–close but not
too close. He froze and then coiled with head raised,
hissing, while he shook his four rattles at me. He was
not a happy snake.
“You aren’t going anywhere,” I told him, snapping
pictures and phoning my husband to come home at
once, to see this beauty.
“Sam,” I said to the snake. “I’ll name you Sam.”
Rattlesnakes like Sam play an important role in our
ecosystem by keeping down the numbers of rodents.
Some mice carry diseases such as
hantavirus, and we are happy to see their
numbers reduced. Plenty of rodents hang
out under porch bird feeders, gorging on
birdseed and suet scraps.

Typically, our rattlesnakes hibernate from midSeptember through mid-April in dens in rocky areas.
When cold, snakes can hardly move at all. In spring
you may see the snakes warming their bodies on rocks
in the sun.
Sam just came from visiting the little mob of rodents
underneath our porch. Heat-sensitive pit organs on
either side of his head allow him to locate prey in
spite of very poor eyesight, and his darting tongue
tells him what the prey is by smell. All he has to do is
to lie motionless under a bush and let lunch saunter
by. A snake first bites its prey to kill it, then gobbles it
headfirst. That way, all the victim’s parts, appendages,
and fur or feathers fold nicely for the plunge. I noticed
two bulges in Sam’s body.
Humans have greatly reduced rattlesnake populations
through habitat destruction, running over
them with cars, and outright killing them.
Thousands of rattlesnakes have been
slaughtered in Rattlesnake Roundups in
many states, by individuals unaware of
the good that the snakes do.

Rattlesnakes
like Sam play an
important role in
our ecosystem...

Western Rattlesnakes are our most common
rattlesnake. You may also see the larger Diamondback
Rattlesnake in White Rock and in our lower canyon
bottoms. All rattlesnakes have flat, triangular-shaped
heads. And all are venomous! Do not get close to
them. Do not do ballet first position. They are afraid
of you and will not attack, but if threatened they will
strike. If you are bitten, get to an emergency room
at once for treatment with antivenom. Usually a
rattlesnake bite is not fatal, but treatment is vital.

Rattlesnakes shed their skins about twice a year while
young, once a year when older. They add another rattle
each time. If you’re lucky, you may come across a
snakeskin. The skin won’t hurt you; so you may keep
it, show it off.
Unlike egg-laying snakes, rattlesnakes bear their
young alive. They mate in fall, and the females hold
the sperm inside their bodies through hibernation until
spring, when the sperm fertilizes their eggs. In late
summer, the female Western Rattlesnake gives birth to
9-15 babies. From birth they are venomous and ready
to find their own food, which is almost anything small
that crawls, hops, or slithers. They love mice, gophers,

Sam, quite angry now, slithered away seeking escape.
He nosed into our rock borders. He tried to circle
around me. I headed him off. He halted, coiled and
hissed in fury. My husband arrived. Sam eyed him and
hissed again.
“Nice snake,” he said, and left. Nice? Sam is beautiful.
I stepped aside. Sam, visibly relieved, slid into the
canyon. Each day, I scan the gravel under our bird
feeders, but to my great sorrow, Sam has not returned.

Full from exploring underneath the porch, Sam slithers
away. Photo by Marilyn Lisowski.
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Cultivating a Love for Nature
By Sandra West
“Wow! Cool! Whoa. The lens turns things upside
down!” The kids at the Nature Odyssey camp couldn’t
contain their excitement as they peered through
the lens of a cutthroat trout during a fish dissection
activity led by Casey Harthorn at Fenton Lake. Seeing
the elation on the students’ faces reminded me how
important experiential learning is for kids and adults.
Yes, I had some of the same remarks. Don’t worry, kids
who didn’t find the dissection fascinating enjoyed a
hike along the lake, where they saw ducks, small fish in
the shallow water, and other living wonders of nature.
Over the course of the PEEC’s summer camps,
there are numerous stories of wonder, excitement,
fascination, and connection with nature. I would like to
share a few from the 2016 Nature Odyssey camps.
When kids are near water, they light up with excitement
and hope as they scan the area for life and movement.
In no time, they spot damselflies, tadpoles, and other
aquatic creatures. When we give them nets and
guidance, they happily filter out plants and animals for
observation in buckets of water along the banks.
“I need a bucket!” a child suddenly exclaims after an
hour of wading through the water. “What did you find?”
three kids all ask at once. One of the girls scrambles to
grab a bucket and partially fill it with water on her way
to see what the excitement is about. “A salamander!”
the boy staring into his net triumphantly remarks. He
knew it was a rare find, and therefore something to be
excited about. We all peer into the net to admire the
amphibian.
Another learning experience comes with interaction
with a local expert, Matt Leister. He spent the day
teaching us about reptiles, arthropods, and pitfall
traps. Matt is holding holding a belly-side-up,
motionless lizard in his hands. “Did you kill it?” a
camper asks. “No, it is a trick I learned, which puts
them into a temporary trance state,” Matt explains.
“Oh. Can I touch it?” responds the kid.
Living, moving critters easily capture our attention,
but our local flora is also interesting to the kids. “I
love smelling ponderosas,” says a young boy as he
presses his nose up to the tree’s trunk. “What does
it smell like?” I ask, hoping to enhance the learning

Biologist Dr. Rossana Sallenave and excited kids
observe a salamander found in a pond during the
Nature Odyssey camp.
moment. “Hmmm. Butterscotch. They say it smells
like vanilla, but it smells like butterscotch to me,” he
answers. “What a great observation,” I respond. “Yeah,
I’ve smelled a lot of plants, but ponderosas are my
favorite,” the boy continues, while taking in another
whiff of the tree bark. I smiled, happy to see his
confidence and joy.
In addition to building a greater understanding and
appreciation for nature, being outdoors encourages
children to build cooperative social skills and practice
teamwork. Each morning the campers spent time in
the fort-building area, where they enjoyed unstructured
play while everyone arrived. One morning and without
prompting, they all gathered in one of the forts, talking
and laughing. When asked what they were doing, they
replied, “This is a peace meeting.” Over the course of
that week, they created a peace treaty, a trading post,
and three forts that cooperated more effectively than
countries in the U.N.—and this was just the beginning.
At least once each day I heard someone say: “Look
what I found!” Sometimes the item was man-made, but
their discovery was often part of nature. I loved seeing
their discoveries, including the fresh strawberries,
spherical sap ball, pinecone half-eaten by a squirrel,
reluctant toad, and perfectly preserved fossil. It is so
rewarding to watch their connection to nature grow.
These treasured discoveries of nature create memories
the childern will take with them through life. These
experiences invite conversations, not only with the
educators, but also with their friends and family.
Ultimately, they often learned about each treasure and
how it is related to our ecosystem and us. I am grateful
for the opportunity to be a part of this process. These
are the connections we work so hard to foster.
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Dr. Rossana Sallenave collects macroinvertebrates to
help her evaluate the health of aquatic ecosystems.
and animals, riparian zones provide essential functions
such as bank stability to resist erosion, soaking up
runoff and preventing flooding, providing shade and
lowering water temperatures, groundwater recharge,
and filtering pollutants.

Water Quality: Our Aquatic Resources
By Rossana Sallenave

Human alterations to riparian areas have led to severe
degradation and contamination of many of our streams
and water bodies. There are several important water
quality issues that have impacted our waters here in
the Southwest, most of which are due to nonpoint
source pollution. Nonpoint source pollution is caused
by rainfall or snowmelt moving over and through
the ground, picking up natural and human-caused
pollutants, which are then deposited
into rivers, lakes, wetlands, and
ground water. Unfortunately, out of the
approximately 7,700 stream miles in
New Mexico, nearly 54% have been
identified as impaired, as have about 65% of the
94,415 acres categorized as publically-owned lakes,
reservoirs, or playas.

Riparian areas are
ribbons of life...

As residents of the arid southwestern
U.S., we are all acutely aware of our
dependence on the availability and quality of water.
Since we live in a part of the world where water is
so scarce, watersheds are particularly susceptible to
degradation because the effects of human activities,
such as over-allocation, habitat degradation, and
contamination, are concentrated on a limited number
of waterbodies.

Riparian areas, the green ribbons of life alongside
streams, lakes, ponds, or other waterbodies, are
integral parts of watersheds, and their management
should be part of larger-scale watershed management
plans. The riparian zone is critical to the health of every
stream and its surrounding environment. It connects
the upland zone to the aquatic zone, controlling the
flow of water, sediment, nutrients, and organisms
between the two. Although they occupy less than
2% of the total land area in the southwestern U.S.,
they are often the most productive and valuable of all
these lands. Here in New Mexico, 70 percent of our
threatened and endangered species use riparian areas.
In addition to providing habitat for a diversity of plants

I will be giving a talk at the nature center on August
30 in which I will discuss some of the important water
quality issues affecting our waters. I will explain their
effects on our aquatic ecosystems and its biota and
discuss measures, both structural and non-structural
in nature, that can be taken to address and remediate
nonpoint source pollution and help preserve our
precious waterbodies for future generations.

Riparian re-vegetation project on the San Antonio
Creek at the Valles Caldera. Rossana Sallenave will
discuss this project and others on August 30.
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any species that have never been observed during the
count before? Because we are counting in late July
this year, we expect to see Northwestern Fritillaries,
Small Wood-nymphs, Colorado Hairstreaks, Silverspotted Skippers, Western Tiger Swallowtails, Pine
Whites, maybe even a Monarch. Last year, on July 25,
we recorded 181 butterflies from 32 different species!

Two-tailed Swallowtail Butterfly. Photo by Steve Cary.

Please join the fun on July 23. Participants are
encouraged to come prepared with sturdy footwear,
protection from sun and rain, plus adequate water
and food. Cameras, butterfly nets, field guides, and
close-focus binoculars are welcome. Contact PEEC for
details on how to participate.

th

24 Los Alamos Butterfly Count
By Steve Cary
In 1993, before you youngsters were born, a forwardthinking, nature-loving LosAlamoseña by the name
of Dorothy Hoard started a new tradition – an annual
butterfly count. She envisioned it as a great way to
learn about local butterflies while collecting data
for national studies of butterfly population trends.
Modeled after the National Audubon Society’s centuryold Christmas Bird Count, the summer Butterfly Count
enlists citizen naturalists to learn their local butterflies
and monitor their numbers over the years. That effort
can come in handy in times when native species and
native habitats are under increasing pressure from a
range of challenges.
Far more than dry data gathering, this count is a
rare opportunity to learn from experts about local
butterflies, their habitats, life cycles, and behaviors.
Los Alamos County is home to scores of different
butterfly species. How many can you name? Can you
distinguish a Western Tiger Swallowtail from a Twotailed Swallowtail or a European Cabbage White from a
native Checkered White? Which butterflies place their
eggs on lupines? How have drought and fire affected
butterflies in Los Alamos County?
The 2016 count, slated for Saturday, July 23, will
explore butterflies on the grasslands of Burnt Mesa,
in the mixed conifer forests and meadows of Camp
May, and in the scorched woodlands of Valle Canyon.
Each of these places has a distinct plant community
and, therefore, a distinct butterfly fauna. How many
different butterfly species will we see? Which species
will be the most abundant on that day? Will we see

Pine White Butterfly. Photo by Steve Cary.

Invaluable Volunteers
By Katherine Watson, Executive Director
PEEC’s volunteers are something special. Of course
you’re familiar with the friendly volunteers who
greet you when you come in to the nature center.
These volunteers work hard to make our guests feel
welcome, to answer their questions, and to share
their excitement about the nature center and the
outdoors. They deal with every kind of question, from
“Where is White Rock?” to “Can I give you this dayold baby mouse I’m holding in my hand?” In addition
to all that, they help us improve our operations in the
nature center by giving us valuable suggestions and
feedback.
You’re probably also met some of our program
presenter volunteers, who give talks, lead hikes, put on
star shows, and are the heart of our public education
programs.
Other volunteers do work that is less visible. They feed
snakes and code our website widgets. They put your
mailing label on this newsletter that you’re holding
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in your hands. They do tedious jobs (return-address
stamp 1,500 envelopes, anyone?) and technical ones.
Our Starry Night in Seville party gives us a great
opportunity to recognize some volunteers who have
gone above and beyond for many, many years. At this
party, we’ll present Champions of
Nature awards to Rebecca Shankland,
Chick Keller, and Paul Arendt, along
with our special honoree, Senator
Martin Heinrich.

Many others worked on this project, but Chick was
the one with the infectious and irresistible vision and
passion. Today he continues to maintain the Jemez
Mountains Herbarium, leads wildflower walks, and is
always happy to take the telescopes outside to show
you the stars, sun, and moon.

I know Los Alamos is a
better place because of
their contributions....

Without Becky and Chick there would be no PEEC,
and no Los Alamos Nature Center. Both were founders
of the organization, and both continue to be vital to our
operations today. Becky is a friendly docent, singlehandedly created and maintains the Pika Place activity
for kids, and personally edits almost every item we
publish, again, like the newsletter you are holding in
your hands. If you see an Oxford comma, you know
that Becky is behind it. Finally, she worked tirelessly to
raise the funds for the exhibits in the nature center.

Paul and his wife Nancy were slowly
sucked into the PEEC world about 6
years ago, and we haven’t let go of
them since. Paul helps in so many
ways, from leading hikes to fetching and hauling and
fixing and building, but his main job these days is in
the planetarium. He presents shows, helps maintain
the equipment, and was instrumental in getting the
space set up and ready for use. Nancy doesn’t like to
be recognized, but know that your donations to PEEC
go further because we don’t have to use any of those
funds to pay a bookkeeper—Nancy spends hours each
week maintaining our books gratis. She is also our
treasurer and risk advisor, and pitches in whenever we
need the closets cleaned and organized.

Chick was the man with the big dreams, and he was
so inspiring when he talked about his dreams that he
convinced the County Council to go along with him—
that’s why the Los Alamos Nature Center was built.

I feel lucky to work under the tutelage of these mentors
and friends, and I know Los Alamos is a better place
because of their contributions and those of all of our
volunteers.

Our Mission: Enriching people’s lives by strengthening their connections to our
canyons, mesas, mountains, and skies.
PEEC Board of Directors
Felicia Orth, President
Bob Walker, Vice President
Daniel Poretti, Secretary
Nancy Arendt, Treasurer
Michele Altherr, Jeremy Campbell, Craig Martin,
Rebecca Oertel, Karla Sartor, Ann Shafer, and
Hari Viswanathan

PEEC Staff
Katherine Watson, Executive Director
Beth Cortright, Nature Center Manager
Jonathan Creel, Director of Interpretation
Siobhan Niklasson, Education Programs Director
Kate Barrere, Gift Shop Manager
Sandra West, Marketing Manager
Denise Matthews, Educator
Christa Tyson, Volunteer Coordinator

Caving is one of the highlights for kids during our Living
Earth Adventure Program. Photo by Beth Cortright.

Nature Center
Hours:
Monday 10-4
Tuesday 10-8
Wednesday 10-4
Closed Thursday
Friday 10-4
Saturday 10-4
Sunday 1-4

Visit us online, too!
www.peecnature.org
facebook.com/peecnature
flickr.com/photos/peec_nature
Download the Los Alamos
Trails App on the iTunes store or
Google Play, and review us on
Trip Advisor
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A Red Crossbill quenches its thirst at the nature
center wildlife observation area. Photo by Bob Walker.

PBS Science Café
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Laser Light Shows
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Exploding Universe Premiere
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Here Today/Gone Tomorrow
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